Abstract: Large-scale sensor data distributions and knowledge inferences are major challenges for cognitive-based distributed storage environments. Cognitive storage sinks play an essential role in addressing these challenges. In a data-concentrated distributed cognitive sensor environment, cognitive storage sinks regulate the data distribution operations and infer knowledge from the large amounts of sensor data that are distributed across the conventional sensors. Embedding cognitive functions in conventional sensors is unreasonable, and the knowledge-processing limitations of conventional sensors create a serious problem. To overcome this problem, we propose a cognitive co-sensor platform across a large-scale distributed environment. Further, we propose a distributed data distribution framework (DDD-framework) for effective data distributions and a distributed knowledge inference framework (DKIframework) that infers useful patterns for building knowledge intelligence. The analysis and discussion demonstrate that these frameworks can be adequately instigated for the purpose of optimal data distribution and knowledge inference within the horizon of a real-time distributed environment.
Introduction
An advanced, application-specific sensor environment emphasises major in-network critical functions such as data distribution, storage and knowledge inference. Much current research has focused on the in-network data distribution approach over other approaches to wireless sensor networks because data distribution to external storage sinks consumes more transmission energy by transmitting large-scale unwanted data, whereas the local data distribution approach has a major drawback in terms of storage limitations (Shen et al., 2011; Sarkar et al., 2010) . With the increase in data-intensive sensor applications, such as healthcare monitoring, inventory distribution management, industrial manufacturing surveillance and transportation and logistics management, the in-network data distribution of large-scale sensor data have become a critical problem . To address this problem, the work in Aly et al. (2011) intends to use clustering structures to group the conventional sensors headed by the corresponding storage sink to formulate a distributed, multi-sink storage environment in which the conventional sensor within a cluster sends the data to the storage sink. The storage sinks may store bulk amounts of non-essential, raw data, which leads to extensive data accessing and storage problems. Inside the storage sink, no intelligence mechanism is applied to accumulate useful intelligent knowledge patterns to ensure faster query response times by appropriate applications.
The real-time distributed sensor surroundings may be constituted as a cognitive-based storage environment in which the cognitive storage sinks act as intelligent agents to perform cognitive functions, such as knowledge processing and data distribution functions. Conventional sensors are low-cost ordinary sensing nodes, whereas cognitive storage sinks are high-cost influential intelligent agent nodes (Figure 1 ). Conventional sensors prepare their data by sensing real-time environments, whereas cognitive storage sinks formulate their knowledge and intelligence based on the data collected by conventional sensors. We view conventional sensors as data-producing nodes and cognitive storage sinks as data distribution management and knowledge-producing nodes. Cognitive storage sinks are microcontroller devices equipped with powerful processors, memories and radio transceivers, among other features, and they are embedded with data storage, processing and management tools to allow them to act as intelligent agents. In real-time applications, conventional sensors and cognitive storage sinks are randomly distributed in the application region to perform numerous complex tasks. The conventional sensors collect data from the environment and send the data to the cognitive storage sinks that are nearest in terms of geographical location. The cognitive storage sinks then formulate their own intelligent knowledge patterns by processing the data, storing the knowledge patterns and interacting with the external network when actively or proactively desired by the applications. Thus, the active involvement of cognitive storage sinks ensures increased knowledge processing and storage efficiency compared to traditional data distributions. Much of the literature has also focused on power conservation strategies for traditional data distributions and storage to reduce in-network power consumption Xu et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2011) ; however, the use of erasure code in combination with data-centric distribution and storage targets the desired level of data availability with high data accuracy to achieve the required amount of data intelligence (Albano and Chessa, 2009) . In this paper, we propose an in-network DDDframework that optimally distributes and manages the data of conventional sensors prior to the cognitive storage sinks with the aim of minimising in-network communication interference and energy consumption. Furthermore, we also propose the implementation of a DKI-framework by cognitive storage sinks to prepare their own intelligent knowledge patterns. Both frameworks share the goal of minimising the large amount of data flows to external networks and resolving data storage problems in large-scale distributed wireless sensor networks.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses related studies on distributed data distributions and knowledge inference mechanisms for distributed wireless sensor networks. The proposed DDD-framework and DKI-framework are described in Section 3. Section 4 highlights the analysis and discussion of our proposed frameworks and Section 5 concludes the paper.
Related studies
Managing and mining large amounts of real-time data from large-scale wireless sensor networks are issues for WSN researchers; the most notable aspects include energyefficient query processing and data distribution management (Mao et al., 2013; Ahn and Krishnamachari, 2009; Sheng et al., 2010) . The GHT (Ratnasamy et al., 2003) is a famous scheme for data storage and query management for the data distributions of uniform sensors in an application environment; however, for the data distributions of nonuniform sensors, the load-balanced data-centric storage (LB-DCS) scheme (Wu and Candan, 2004) can be used for effective data distribution management. The perimeter walk pruning (PWP) scheme (Hoang and Lee, 2009 ) may be used to manage the data traffic problem for data-access management within the sensor environment. The range query, another scheme for data-centric storage networks, considers multi-dimensional attributes to map large amounts of sensor data (Liao and Chen, 2010) . Data distribution management can also be effective for data storage and access management because the data accessed from a sensor can be retrieved through query processing, and, specifically in reactive data distribution management, the virtual ring (Ma et al., 2012 ) plays a vital role in synchronising the data between data storage and data access.
In a large-scale, heterogeneous distributed storage environment, multi-replication of data is an important concern for reducing overall network traffic (Cuevas et al., 2011) because the locality of an application can be increased if data are replicated across all geographically dispersed networks in which the application may be accessing data. Thus, the locality of data access can be preserved by effectively maintaining replicas, but the major problem becomes how to maintain the integrity and consistency of the replicas in the distributed storage environment. To solve this problem, the use of a distributed data storage framework has been proposed for heterogeneous wireless sensor networks in which multireplication structures are maintained by powerful sensor nodes that take into account energy constraints (Maia et al., 2013) . We name these powerful sensor nodes cognitive storage sinks, and these nodes perform all cognitive functions, such as replication management, data distribution management and knowledge inference, within the distributed storage environment of the wireless sensor networks. On the basis of the above associated studies, we proceed to design a distributed data distribution framework (DDD-framework) for effective data distribution and storage across the distributed cognitive storage sinks by considering both homogeneous and heterogeneous environmental issues.
Distributed knowledge inference is an important method for discovering tactical knowledge patterns in large-scale sensor data within a distributed sensor network environment Vempaty et al., 2013) . The cognitive knowledge inference mechanism in a distributed sensor environment targets the data mining and knowledge discovery strategies of real-time applications by integrating three diversified technologies (data mining, machine learning and wireless sensor networks) to reveal the tactical knowledge within large-scale sensor data (Mishra et al., 2014 (Mishra et al., , 2015a Mahmood et al., 2013) . Numerous researchers have demonstrated that a single storage sink is not reliable and that multiple storage sinks in a distributed sensor environment perform better in terms of decreasing routing costs (Meng et al., 2007) , increasing packet delivery (Liu et al., 2013) , optimising communication loads (Kalantari and Shayman, 2006) , minimising computational complexity (Li et al., 2008 ) and optimising energy utilisations (Chen et al., 2005) , among other improvements. Therefore, we plan to use multiple storage sinks, with each individual storage sink acting as a self-regulating intelligent agent performing cognitive functions, such as data distribution and knowledge inference, to identify tactical knowledge in large-scale sensor data within a distributed sensor network environment, and we propose a DKI-framework to achieve this task.
Few prior studies have addressed cognitive storage sinks or cognitive knowledge inference mechanisms by considering large-scale distributed sensor environments. Therefore, in the subsequent discussion, we further elaborate the details of our proposed frameworks concurrent with our analysis. We mainly discuss a DDD-framework for effective data distribution by considering both homogeneous and heterogeneous environmental issues, as well as a DKI-framework for sensor data optimisation and knowledge discovery. This is the first studies considering a large-scale, cognitive-based distributed storage sink environment of wireless sensor networks by considering both homogeneous and heterogeneous environmental issues.
Distributed data distribution and knowledge inference framework
To analyse the DDD-framework, we present a case-based analysis that consists of two main components: the homogeneous distributed data distribution framework (HoDDD-framework) and the heterogeneous distributed data distribution framework (HeDDD-framework). We also discuss a DKI-framework that may be defined as the process of inferring new predictive knowledge patterns from the data gathered from large-scale distributed sensors.
Origination particulars of the hoDdd-framework

Problem hypothesis
Consider a homogeneous wireless sensor environment in which N nodes are committed to similar tasks, such as event detection. K cognitive storage sinks and P conventional sensors are randomly distributed with an average density N/A, such that N = K + P, K < P, all K cognitive storage sinks are in the communication range of P conventional sensors, and A is the application region. In this problem, our HoDDD-framework focuses on how data produced by P conventional sensors are distributed among K cognitive storage sinks by considering the optimal data distribution paths.
Assumptions
The optimal data distribution paths from P conventional sensors to K cognitive storage sinks ensure that all possible optimal data flows within the distributed environment in which K cognitive storage sinks and P conventional sensors are randomly distributed. The following assumptions are made prior to designing an optimal data distribution and storage model:
• Each conventional sensor produces one unit (data packet) at a regular time. Consequently, at a particular time T i , a maximum number n of data packets can be ready for distribution, where n ≤ P.
• Let P = {P 1 , P 2 , …, P s , …, P N-K } be the set of conventional sensors where P s is any intermediate sth conventional sensor.
• Let K = {K 1 , K 2 , …, K r , …, K N-P } be the set of cognitive storage sinks where K r is any intermediate rth cognitive storage sink.
• For an application region 'A', all K cognitive storage sinks are in the communication range of P conventional sensors.
• Let C i , j be the distribution cost to allocate a data packet from the ith conventional-sensor to the jth cognitive storage sink.
• The periodical mobility issue may be considered for cognitive storage sinks, but no such mobility should be considered for conventional sensors due to high-energy consumption.
• The cognitive storage sinks are sufficiently intelligent to solve their own energy issues using renewable energy resources.
Strategy
Each conventional sensor senses a data packet from the physical environment at a particular time T i , identifies the nearest cognitive storage sink by geographical location and then transfers the data packet to that cognitive storage sink. Because of the periodical mobility of cognitive storage sinks, the cognitive storage sink must periodically broadcast its optimal data distribution path matrices by dynamically identifying neighbouring conventional sensors.
Mathematical modelling
The homogeneous data distribution and storage issue can be mapped to a problem in which a dynamic programming approach can be used to find the proper solution. By considering all possible data distributions from P conventional sensors to K cognitive storage sinks, we can construct an initial cost matrix to determine the possible distribution cost for each conventional sensor to transfer data to any cognitive storage sink. Let C N-K , N-P = C P , K be the cost matrix that can be formulated in which N = P + k.
We have constructed an initial cost matrix C N-K , N-P having dimensions P × k, where C s , r is the distribution cost required to transmit a data packet from conventional sensor s to cognitive storage sink r (see Table 1 ).
Let T c be the data transmission cost in terms of power consumption, and let D c be the data distribution cost to distribute the data packets from conventional sensors to cognitive storage sinks. Each link from a conventional sensor to a cognitive storage sink is assigned with a cost (T c ). Mathematically, we can express this problem as follows. ( , ) ,
where N k is the numbers of conventional sensors, who can reach to cognitive storage sink k with signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) ≥ Ɵ (SNR threshold limit) and assume that, Ɵ is fixed throughout the network. BL j is the battery level at conventional sensor j. Table 1 Initial cost matrix
Now, the problem is which conventional sensor sends data to which cognitive storage sink to optimise the distribution cost (D c ).
Mathematically, we can express this problem as follows.
To minimise the data distribution cost (D c ):
where X ij : {1, if the ith conventional sensor transmits data to the jth cognitive storage sink} {0, otherwise}.
The relationship between these costs is thus given by D c ∝ T c , which states that, there is a direct relationship between the data distribution cost and the data transmission cost, i.e., the data distribution cost is directly proportional to the data transmission cost. The higher the data distribution cost is the higher the data transmission cost. The data distribution cost increases along with the increasing distance of data distribution paths, which ultimately leads to the higher data transmission cost. To solve the above problem, we can apply dynamic programming by taking the inputs as the cost matrix with the expectation of optimising data distribution within the application environment A.
Discussion
Here, we will present a short discussion on the dynamic programming approach of the HoDDD-framework with the aim of achieving the optimum data distribution cost. The approach is characterised in the following three steps:
Step 1: Dynamically construct an initial cost matrix (as in Table 1 ) based on the problem assumptions and strategy.
Step-2: Find the global optimal cost (OC) for each corresponding raw unit of the initial cost matrix by considering this as a sub-problem in the dynamic programming.
Step 3: Identify the optimal data distribution paths.
After applying this dynamic programming approach to the initial cost matrix (see Table 1 ), we obtain a new, reformed cost matrix (see Table 2 ) in which at least one OC must be present in each column. We assume that Table 2 has the following matrix elements. Therefore, by analysing Table 2 , we can acquire the optimal data distribution paths from the conventional sensors to the corresponding cognitive storage sinks (i.e., P N-K → K 2 , P 1 → K r , and P s → K N-P ). T c will be optimised if the data distribution occurs along the above paths. In the above dynamic programming approach, steps 1 and 3 can be computed in O(K) time; in step-2, to compute the OC for each raw unit, a minimum n − 1 number of comparisons is required so that for n number of raw units, the total time requirement = O(n 2 ).
Table 2
Reformed cost matrix
Thus, to estimate the optimal data distribution paths from any n × n dimensional cost matrix, the algorithm must consume polynomial time (i.e., T(n) = O(n 2 + K)). We prefer to use the dynamic programming approach because the solution of previous sub-problems can be effectively used to compute the solutions of current sub-problems, further minimising the computational burden on the cognitive storage sinks; the dynamic programming is run recursively to accommodate the periodical mobility of the cognitive storage sinks.
Origination particulars of the
HeDDD-framework
Problem hypothesis
Consider a heterogeneous distributed wireless sensor environment in which N nodes are committed for dissimilar tasks, such as motion detection, position detection, radiation detection, and chemical detection. K cognitive storage sinks and P conventional sensors are randomly distributed with an average density N/A such that N = K + P, K < P, and all K cognitive storage sinks are outside the communication range of the P conventional sensors. In this problem, our HeDDDframework focuses on how data produced by the P conventional sensors are dynamically allocated in K cognitive storage sinks with optimal data distribution.
Assumptions
We assume that the application environment A employs multiple dissimilar tasks and that the P conventional sensors have a non-uniform sensing range. Therefore, the P conventional sensors are involved in different tasks and collect different types of data. The following assumptions are made prior to designing an optimal data distribution and storage model:
• Let T = {T 1 , T 2 , …, T k } be the set of dissimilar tasks for the application environment A.
• Let R = {R 1 , R 2 , …, R m } be the set of column-oriented databases storing the heterogeneous data, where
e., the number of tasks is equal to the number of column-oriented databases).
Strategy
The HeDDD-framework is a purely heterogeneous distributed data storage framework in which an individual cognitive storage sink maintains the fragments of more than one column-oriented database; however, it depends on a cognitive storage sink surrounded by a number of conventional sensors involved in different heterogeneous tasks.
Mathematical modelling
We design a case-based model by considering a specific case or application scenario. Let four cognitive storage sinks {K 1 , K 2 , K 3 , K 4 } be deployed along with P conventional sensors in application environment A. Let K 1 be surrounded by conventional sensors that are involved in three different tasks {T 1 , T 2 , T 4 }. Thus, for the three different tasks, we must maintain three different column-oriented databases {R 1 , R 2 , R 4 } in K 1 .
Let K 2 be surrounded by conventional sensors that are involved in three different tasks {T 1 , T 3 , T 5 }. Thus, for the three different tasks, we must maintain three different column-oriented databases {R 1 , R 3 , R 5 } in K 2 .
Let K 3 be surrounded by conventional sensors that are involved in three different tasks {T 2 , T 3 , T 4 }. Thus, for the three different tasks, we must maintain three different column-oriented databases {R 2 , R 3 , R 4 } in K 3 .
Let K 4 be surrounded by conventional sensors that are involved in three different tasks {T 2 , T 3 , T 5 }. Thus, for the three different tasks, we must maintain three different column-oriented databases {R 2 , R 3 , R 5 } in K 4 .
The illustration of the above-distributed database scenarios for sensor platforms is shown in Figure 2 . Mathematically, the above analysis of the four cognitive storage sinks is modelled with the following four set notations:
Here, R 1 , R 2 , R 3 and R 4 are the complete column-oriented databases, which are obtained through the UNION operations of several homogeneous fragments. The different fragments of different column-oriented databases are maintained at various cognitive storage sinks. For example, three different data fragments are maintained for R 3 at cognitive storage sinks K 2 , K 3 and K 4 . Hence, due to heterogeneous sensing ranges and multi-tasking applications, optimising the data distribution within the application environment A to minimise the data distribution cost (D c ) becomes a major problem. To solve this problem, we apply a popular dynamic programming approach (i.e., the Floyd-Warshall algorithm) to determine the optimum solution.
Discussion
Here, we discuss the dynamic algorithm approach of the HeDDD-framework (i.e., the Floyd-Warshall approach) in concert with distributed data fragmentations and fragment allocation strategy because the optimal data distribution fully depends on this strategy. Let G = (P, K, E) be a directed graph from P conventional sensors to K cognitive storage sinks where each edge E is assigned a T c /D c value as weights. Let W be the weight matrix of the given graph. The algorithm is meant to find the possible global optimal data distribution paths between any conventional sensor and cognitive storage sink pair (i.e., P i to K j ; 1 ≤ i ≤ P, 1 ≤ j ≤ K and P + K = N). If P i cannot reach K j , then the corresponding entry in the optimal distribution path matrix will be ∞. In this algorithm, we compute two matrices: one data distribution path matrix (D) and one predecessor matrix (∏). The predecessor matrix is much more useful for computing the shortest distribution path in a multi-hop (i.e., the data have to travel along several paths before reaching the final destination) environment. For a specific case, let us obtain matrix (D) after implementing the algorithm. The matrix is shown in Table 3 .
In a single-hop case, the observation from Table 3 states that the path from P 1 to K 2 will be optimal if C 1 , 2 < C 1 , 1 because the other two paths (i.e., P 1 → K 3 and P 1 → K 4 ) are non-reachable paths. However, for a multi-hop case, the predecessor matrix must be considered along with D to compute the actual optimal distribution paths to reduce the transmission cost (T c ) and data distribution cost (D c ). For N number of conventional sensors and cognitive storage sinks, the Floyd-Warshall algorithm consumes polynomial time (i.e., T(N) = O(N 3 )) to compute all possible optimal data distribution paths from the conventional sensors to the corresponding cognitive storage sinks.
Table 3
Data distribution path matrix (D)
3.3 DKI-framework for cognitive storage sinks
Concept origination
To analyse the DKI-framework, the cognitive storage sinks implement a neuro-fuzzy analytic framework to generate knowledge patterns using standard inference rules. The DKI-framework may be defined as the process of inferring new predictive knowledge patterns from an existing data set. Three sub-processes are associated with this framework -data investigation, data assessment and data synthesisand these sub-processes ensure the building of knowledge intelligence. Hence, in this problem, our DKI-framework focuses on how the cognitive storage sinks use the neurofuzzy analytic framework to accumulate the optimised knowledge in their storage for efficient accessing, searching, and query processing (Sharma et al., 2015) . The cognitive storage sinks use the neuro-fuzzy analytic framework to derive their own predictive knowledge from the data collected by the conventional sensors.
The basic structure of a neuro-fuzzy expert framework consists of the following configurations:
• configuration and learning of neural networks for the said knowledge inference problems
• configuration of the rule base, which contains a selection of fuzzy rules
• configuration of the database or data dictionary, which defines the membership functions used in fuzzy rules
• configuration of a reasoning mechanism, which executes the inference procedures based on rules and given facts to derive intelligent and realistic outputs.
For example, suppose an observation is taken as 'X is A' and fetched to a trained neuro-fuzzy analytic framework. The training rule is given as "if X is A, then Y is B" for the said framework. Therefore, the reasoning mechanism of the neuro-fuzzy analytic framework accepts the facts and rules and produces the inference output "Y is B". Here, A is the observation collected by the cognitive-storage sinks from the conventional sensor's environment.
In Figure 3 , the data that are harvested from the conversional sensors are considered fuzzy input facts. The fuzzy input facts are fetched to a neuro-fuzzy analytic frame that is drilled with standard training fuzzy rules to produce midstream knowledge inference outputs, which are further accumulated to yield the aggregated fuzzy outputs. The basic neuro-fuzzy analytic framework can receive either fuzzy inputs or crisp inputs, but the output is always fuzzy. As the cognitive storage sink uses the fuzzy expert mechanism for data optimisation and knowledge discovery, it is required to use the defuzzification method to extract crisp values from fuzzified outputs.
In the DKI-framework, the DKI engine is to be installed at individual cognitive storage sinks to perform the knowledge analytic operations that produce the midstream inference result, as described in Figure 3 . The cognitive storage sinks coordinate among themselves to manage both data fragmentations and fragment allocations based on the DDD strategy, and the midstream inference results for the same types of tasks are replicated among the respective cognitive-storage sinks for further integrated analytics and knowledge inferences. Replication is a good distributed database policy to make the midstream inference results available at the respective cognitive-storage sinks, and a strong harmonisation among them is required to achieve replication and determine which cognitive storage sinks will compute the aggregated inference result. If a selected cognitive storage sink completes the computations, it then sends the aggregated inference result replicas to other cognitive storage sinks for global accessibility. To produce an accurate inference result, two or more cognitive storage sinks may be selected for a single task. Figure 2 shows an analysis of the different cognitive storage sinks involved in different storage tasks. The distributed database characteristics are considered in the proposed frameworks to avoid numerous conflicts, such as identical fact name to avoid name conflict, units of measure to avoid scale conflict, data models to avoid structural conflicts and unambiguous midstream inference results to avoid conflicts in abstraction levels. The DKI-framework architecture in Figure 4 simulates a knowledge discovery platform in a real sensor database to crop the knowledge intelligence. A graphic typically provides extensive data, and numerous transformation mechanisms may be used to transform the graphical data into precise textual data in the form of input facts. The input facts may be characterised as textual and event based, as having spatio-temporal contexts, and as being concerned with contents and prospects. The facts are normally stored in the sensor database, whereas the rule-based framework acts as a knowledge base. A sample containing a database and a knowledge base is presented in Table 4 . The database contains the sensor-id along with the geographical location coordinates, and the knowledge base consists of a set of rules for determining the location name based on the geo-sensing range. Particularly in a geo-sensing application, both the database and the knowledge base play important roles for the real-time position detection of an agile object.
The DKI-engine extracts facts from the sensor database and rules from the knowledge base to generate the knowledge patterns that are to be deposited in the knowledge warehouse storage. Thus, throughout the DKI engine, the cognitive storage sinks prepare their optimised intelligent patterns by discarding large amounts of non-essential data because storing such volumes of nonessential data may create huge storage problems, generate additional complexity in data accessing, searching and query processing. Furthermore, the cognitive storage sinks act as intellectual agents and can make decisions in emergencies.
Functions of the dki engine
• Incepts and analyses facts.
• Interacts with the knowledge base during fact analysis.
• Yields fuzzified outputs.
• Passes the outputs through a defuzzification process if required by the applications to obtain aggregated crisp outputs.
• Crops and stores aggregated knowledge outputs. 
Discussion
Here, we initially identify the pros and cons of three knowledge inference rule-based frameworks to generate intelligent outputs or discover knowledge. In a Mamdani rule-based framework, the DKI-engine performs the following functions:
• invokes a fuzzification process (i.e., maps each crisp input into a fuzzy variable to formulate a rule)
• determines the output of each rule
• determines the collective outputs of all fuzzy rules
• invokes a defuzzification process to obtain crisp outputs.
However, in a Sugeno fuzzy model, the DKI-engine performs the first two functions (listed above) and produces either linear or constant outputs. For a zero-order Sugeno model, the output is always constant. In a Tsukamoto fuzzy model, speedy knowledge discovery results from not using the defuzzification process; however, due to a lack of transparency, the knowledge discovery may not be sufficiently efficient to crop intelligent outputs. A novel integration of a Mamdani model, a Sugeno model, and a Tsukamoto model can successfully address the problems of knowledge imprecision and uncertainty (Tung and Quek, 2009 ). However, for the bonus of auto-learning ability and functional optimisations of the DKI-framework, the neurofuzzy analytic framework is the most successful in addressing all such problems associated with knowledge discovery and inference. The neuro-fuzzy analytic frameworks are purely application specific, and based on the requirements, the cognitive storage sinks may use an extensive DKI-framework to infer optimised knowledge from large amounts of conventional sensor data.
Analysis and discussion
Here, we analyse the proposed DDD-framework and DKIframework. For both the HoDDD and HeDDD frameworks, the cognitive storage sinks compute the distance between the conventional sensors and the cognitive storage sinks either by measuring the received signal strength or by determining geographical location coordinates, and accordingly, the data transmission cost (T c ) and the data distribution cost (D c ) are estimated. The cognitive storage sinks are computationally much more powerful than the conventional sensors and thus should perform all complex computations. In both cases, the cognitive storage sinks periodically update the cost matrix due to mobility and then broadcast that matrix so that the neighbouring conventional sensors can obtain the optimal data distribution paths to send the sensed data from the environment. The framework analysis and discussion can be broadly classified into two subsections. In Section 4.1, we discuss the HoDDD and HeDDD frameworks to contemplate the optimised data distribution cost (D c ), data distribution efficiency, flow optimisation, path discovery proficiency, and traffic congestion minimisation. We mainly analyse the probabilistic data distribution throughput analysis of the DDD-framework by considering both homogeneous and heterogeneous environmental issues. In Section 4.2, we analyse the functions of the DKI-framework to study the predictable knowledge patterns that are generated from large-scale conventional sensor data.
Ddd-framework analysis
The HoDDD-framework is a homogeneous data distribution and storage framework that uses a flat structure to formulate a one-hop co-sensor platform. The framework estimates the optimal data distribution paths using a dynamic algorithm with the aim of reducing the in-network data distribution cost (D c ).
The HeDDD-framework is a heterogeneous data distribution and storage framework that uses a one-hop clustered configuration to displace the data within the cognitive-based cosensor environment. Here, the framework uses the Floyd-Warshall algorithm to balance all possible optimal paths between conventional sensors and cognitive storage sinks to reduce the in-network data distribution cost (D c ) and model an energy efficient data distribution, fragmentation and fragment allocation strategy in the heterogeneous platform.
In our DDD-framework analysis, we consider both homogeneous and heterogeneous environment cases through individual assumptions and strategies to build the respective single-objective task-oriented and multi-objective task-oriented distributed data distributions scenarios. In the HoDDD-framework, we consider an ideal distributed environment by considering both homogenous data and sensing range. The aim for designing the HoDDDframework is implementation in a distributed application environment where the environment is single-objective taskoriented. However, the HeDDD-framework is for largescale heterogeneous distributed application environments where both the data and sensing ranges are heterogeneous in nature and the environment is fully multi-objective taskoriented. Because multi-objective tasks are being performed, different conventional sensors with dissimilar sensing ranges are considered in the application scenarios.
The implementation of the HoDDD-or HeDDDframework is dependent on the types of single-or multitasking distributed applications. For multi-tasking distributed-sensor applications, the HeDDD-framework is suitable for data distribution and knowledge inference management because multi-tasking sensor applications are generally heterogeneous in nature, whereas the singletasking sensor applications are homogeneous in nature. Therefore, a single-tasking distributed sensor application favours the HoDDD-framework for the purpose of effective data distribution and knowledge inference management.
The framework verification and validation aspects are inter-dependent components of the framework analysis: verification checks the framework exactness, and validation certifies the overall accuracy of the proposed framework. Here, some energy consumption scenarios are analysed to corroborate our proposed data distribution and inference framework strategies (Pottie and Kaiser, 2000) .
Using different scenarios, we analyse energy consumption results with respect to data distribution distance and data volume. The data distribution cost D c is estimated by energy consumption, and D c increases as T c increases. The analysis also demonstrates that D c increases with increasing data distribution distance, as visualised in Figure 5 . Thirty different instances are considered to analyse the associations among three said parameters, i.e., data volume, distribution distance and energy consumption. The data volume is measured in bytes, the data distribution distance is measured in metres, and the energy cost is measured in joules. Our analysis also tells that, at an average, 3066.667 bytes data need around 260 m data distribution paths in order to consume 15.80 J energy. In this analysis, we demonstrate that the data distribution cost (D c ) depends on two factors: data distribution distance and data volume. At a constant data volume, energy consumption increases as the data distribution distance increases, which lead to a higher D c . In addition, energy consumption still increases as the data volume increases. The graphical analysis illustrates that D c increases with increases in either data distribution distance or data volume.
Our DDD-frameworks are mapped into multi-storage sink sensor platforms for which researchers have suggested numerous algorithms (see Table 5 ); the objective is to establish the optimal data distribution paths from multiple data sources to multiple storage sinks to ensure energyefficient data distribution and storage management. The data dissemination, aggregation and storage strategy in a multisink sensor environment are also important aspects of research in addition to data distribution and storage management (Tunca et al., 2014; Shim and Kim, 2014; Fan et al., 2014) . In our proposed cosensor frameworks, we can map the multiple data sources as conventional sensors and the multiple data sinks as cognitive storage sinks to design our HoDDD-and HeDDD-frameworks.
Table 5
Comparison of various works based on the implemented frameworks and algorithms over a multi-sink distributed storage environment of wireless sensor networks Table 5 Comparison of various works based on the implemented frameworks and algorithms over a multi-sink distributed storage environment of wireless sensor networks (continued) Table 6 describes the probabilistic relative performance measurement statistics based on empirical analysis. In the HoDDD-and HeDDD-framework, the same dynamic methodology is considered and compared with the greedy framework, which is based on the standard greedy approach. We map our HoDDD-and HeDDD-framework approaches to a programming environment to compare them with the standard greedy framework approach and find four probabilistic distribution measurement instances (Y 1 , Y 2 , Y 3 and Y 4 ) of the data distribution scenarios. Each data distribution scenario has triplet coordinates that designate the probabilistic throughput quantification of the HoDDDframework, the HeDDD-framework, and the greedy framework. We assume the data flow rate, the maximum number of data packets that can be handled by the network's traffic allowances, the Floyd-Warshall approach for dynamic path discovery, and a probabilistic data distribution function for this problem. The different data distribution scenarios are created by varying the values of the above parameters. We initially create topography grids by considering the stationary and mobile nodes. The x-dimension and ydimension topography are set for each grid to create implementation scenarios. The node configurations are created by an ad hoc routing mechanism. We provide the initial location of the mobile nodes, and the movements are generated through the respective approaches for dynamic path discovery. The sending and receiving data packets are recorded with the respective time stamps. On the basis of the transmission and reception of data packets across different implementation scenarios, the distribution statistics are drafted as follows: By considering the above probabilistic distribution measurement instances, we can now conduct the probabilistic throughput analysis among the three identified data distribution frameworks as described in Figure 6 . The DDD-frameworks find the global optimum paths, whereas the greedy framework finds the local optimal paths in the multi-sink environment, which signifies the path discovery proficiency of the DDD-frameworks approach over the greedy framework approach. As only the local minimum paths are found, the packet-dropping rate is higher in the greedy framework compared to the DDD-frameworks because the local minimum paths may not be the same as the global optimal paths in the large distributed cognitive storage sink environment of wireless sensor networks. Therefore, the DDD-framework approaches enjoy higher data distribution throughputs. As the DDD-framework approaches follow a dynamic methodology, they are more suitable for global data flow optimisation than the greedy framework approach, ultimately encouraging improved congestion control by the DDD-frameworks.
Name of works Context outlines
Empirical analysis
Thus, due to dynamicity, many solutions can be suggested to resolve the problems associated with the DDDframework approaches, whereas in the greedy framework approach, one solution is destined for one problem, which may not be effective in resolving all of the associated issues. Compared to the HoDDD-framework, the HeDDDframework has an additional computational load of replica management and distributed data fragment allocation to specific cognitive storage sinks. Therefore, the additional loads lead to a reduction in the overall throughputs of the HeDDD-framework compared to the HoDDD-framework.
DKI-framework analysis
The DKI-framework is a distributed knowledge inference framework used by cognitive storage sinks to infer knowledge from large-scale conventional sensor data. The DKI-framework hoards data communication costs to external networks by transforming the large amount of conventional sensors data into tactical knowledge, in terms of frames, to develop intelligence. The cognitive storage sinks can also import all conventional sensor data into column-oriented databases, which can be further analysed by the DKI-inference engine to produce potential knowledge patterns. The distributed inference in wireless sensor networks mainly focuses on three distinct issues: distributed learning, sensor activation and scheduling, and energy efficiency issues (Vempaty et al., 2013; Poor, 2005; Zhao and Liang, 2012) .
By contrast, our DKI-framework focuses on a knowledge discovery mechanism based on distributed learning through a neuro-fuzzy analytic framework for possible knowledge inferences. In a distributed sensor's storage environment, the cognitive storage sinks perform time-bound inferences based on the observations collected by the conventional sensors via the distributed inference mechanisms. The quantification of the distributed knowledge inference rate is a critical factor and purely depends on the sensors' environment, deployment topologies, and application requirements, in addition to the network and communication parameter requirements. A specific real-time application case may be analysed to design possible knowledge inference scenarios with different pros and cons for empirically estimating changes in the probabilistic knowledge inference rate in response to an increasing number of cognitive storage sinks (measured as a percentage). Such scenarios are analysed in Figure 7 to demonstrate that in a cognitive-based distributed storage environment of wireless sensor networks with a random distribution of conventional sensors and cognitive storage sinks, the probabilistic knowledge inference rate may not increase linearly with the increase in the number of cognitive storage sinks. The increasing percentage of cognitive storage sinks used in the application environment leads to a high cost factor and may not be economically feasible. Our analysis indicates that to achieve at most an 80% inference rate, 30% of the cognitive storage sinks must be deployed for a real-time application. However, all conventional sensors must be proactive in terms of sensing and sending their observations to the cognitive storage sinks for possible knowledge inferences without considering any data faults or black hole attacks. The distributed learning mechanism can be implemented among cognitive storage sinks such that the conventional sensors must surround an individual cognitive storage sink. Here, the cognitive storage sink acts as a data fusion centre to receive the new observations that are transmitted by the conventional sensors. On the basis of the new observations, the inferred knowledge may be refined to obtain useful knowledge. However, the problem is in tuning the storage sink to recursively execute the machine learning functions as required by the applications from time to time (Alsheikh et al., 2014) . We can integrate a neuro-fuzzy functional analysis with real-time parameter analysis for the DKI-framework. The distributed learning and machine learning approaches, in the context of the distributed wireless sensor network platform, are mainly associated with certain predictions and estimations of the real-time application in both the probabilistic and non-probabilistic approaches. The supervised machine-learning algorithm has greater potential for distributed knowledge inferences compared with the unsupervised machine-learning algorithm because the target output/parameter/label must be well defined and validated with a pre-defined threshold prior to actual knowledge inference for real-time applications.
In the DKI-framework, we created a new scenario using a neuro-fuzzy analytic mechanism to analyse the inference rate with respect to the percentage of cognitive storage sinks for a cognitive environment with a mixture of conventional sensors and cognitive storage sinks. Other knowledge base implementation scenarios are excluded from this work.
Application analysis and challenges
Our proposed approach and solution may be widely implemented in large-scale intelligent sensor applications, particularly in big data environments. In these environments, the data sources are static (due to the stationary nature of conventional sensors), and the cognitive storage sinks are multiple-agent nodes with a periodical mobility system. In a large-scale surveillance-monitoring environment across distributed geographical regions, millions of conventional sensors are available for measuring numerous real-time parameters. A cognitive storage sink uses the system dynamics to accept real-time observations and performs intelligent processing, such as event normalisation and analysis, knowledge base interactions and knowledge inferences, to generate knowledge in the form of predictive instructions and actuations to regulate the environment. Our proposed approach and solution may not be applied to highly time-bounded and safety-critical sensor applications because of the strict time-bound issue, in which failure leads to huge losses for society and social property. We consider in this paper an ideal environment without any data faults or black hole attacks. The other problem is a data perturbation issue for a cognitive-based distributed storage environment. Our architectures may be implemented in large-scale surveillance monitoring applications, particularly in big data environments, for knowledge analytics and inferences.
We address a real-world scenario for the integrated HeDDD-and DKI-frameworks. Consider large-scale distributed geographical regions where safety and security monitoring are autonomously operated with no human intervention. Each safety and security region may be considered a two-dimensional sensor grid. In each sensor grid, cognitive robots are employed that have the intra-grid mobility system to perform autonomous safety and security monitoring operations. In the distributed sensor grids, conventional non-intelligent sensors are primarily deployed to measure numerous safety and security parameters, such as toxic gas leaks, fire and explosions, thermal and electrical threats, intruder detection, pollution detection and moisture detection, and constitute a heterogeneous distributed environment, where the cognitive robots act as cognitive storage sinks to manage the heterogeneous distributed databases. The cognitive storage sinks coordinate among themselves to manage both data fragmentations and fragment allocation based on HeDDD strategy in such a way that the homogeneous data fragments from the sinks are integrated for further analytics and knowledge inferences by the DKI-framework. The DKI engine must be installed in the cognitive storage sinks to perform knowledge analytic operations. We design an application scenario through an activity sequence diagram, where five activities are asynchronously associated. These activities are data production, knowledge inference, cognitive analytics, safety and security supervision, and external apps (applications) interaction. A graphical illustration is presented in Figure 8 .
In Figure 8 , we describe an activity-sequencing diagram along with the possible flows in between the activities for the automated safety and security monitoring application. The cognitive storage sinks accept the real-time observations from the conventional sensor grid and perform the knowledge inference and cognitive analytic operations for safety and security supervision. The knowledge inference activity transforms the observations into tactical knowledge and insights, and the cognitive analytics transform these into intelligent decisions and actuations to execute the supervision activity. On the basis of the safety and security thresholds, the interactions may be performed with the external security applications to effectively execute the self-regulated monitoring application without human intervention. On the basis of our problem hypothesis and real-world modelling, several challenges are present when performing the knowledge-intensive activities for the DKIframework.
• Determination of observations that potentially explain.
• Providing sufficient learning support for the DKI analytic framework.
• Identifying the constraints and threshold violations.
• Knowledge differentiation and abnormality identifications.
• Tuning the cognitive storage sinks to execute automated operations.
• Diagnosis of the analytic expert framework for the role limit of individual activity.
• Precision of defined knowledge roles for the safety and security monitoring application.
Apart from these challenges, additional intelligent learning and implementation hazards become apparent in practice. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a new cognitive co-sensor storage platform in addition to DDD-frameworks for effective data distribution and access management and a new DKI-framework for data optimisation and knowledge discovery. We analyse the DDD-frameworks by considering both homogeneous and heterogeneous environmental issues and discuss optimal data distribution by minimising energy consumption during data distribution from conventional sensors to cognitive storage sinks. We suggest a DKI-framework that functions in storage sinks to filter useful and intelligent patterns that the cognitive storage sinks can use to execute smart activities and regulate numerous distributed sensor applications. On the basis of the discussion, we conclude that the HoDDD-and HeDDD-frameworks support optimisation of the in-network data distribution and storage management and that our DKI-framework may reduce large-scale data by providing the tactical value of knowledge patterns. Therefore, the optimisation of data distribution and storage ultimately reduces the in-network data distribution cost (D c ). Furthermore, in-network traffic congestion can be reduced by preventing the transmission of large-scale data to external network environments. The in-network knowledge accumulation by the DKI-framework ensures an improved knowledge inference through the neuro-fuzzy rule-based approach. Finally, our proposed cognitive storage sink platform of wireless sensor network safeguards increases network life by reducing the data processing, storage and communication workload of the conventional sensors. We provide a precise analysis covering extensive application scenarios, i.e., functional analysis of cognitivestorage sink, implementations of distributed data distributions, distribution throughput analysis in both frameworks, and a knowledge analytics and inferences scenario for cognitive-storage sinks. Other knowledge base implementation scenarios will be considered in future issues. We also provide a real-world application analysis along with potential challenges that the proposed DKI framework may face in practice.
In the future, we will address special multi-objective parallel and distributed knowledge optimisation issues by considering the cognitive-based heterogeneous distributed storage platform.
